WAYS TO GET INVOLVED

One of the key aims for the changes in our governance structure was to increase the variety of ways in which UKCPA members can get involved in their association.

Board of Directors
The Board of Directors are responsible for UKCPA Ltd. Each Director has a specific role on the Board. This is a fantastic role for established and aspiring leaders and strategic thinkers.

Special interest committees
Each of our special interest areas has a committee which leads on developing and delivering education in that area of practice, providing expertise to national organisations and consultations, developing guidelines and standards of practice, developing professional curricula, reviewing submissions for awards, and much more. There are regular opportunities to get involved in the special interest committees, whatever your skills or experiences.

Membership Committee
The strategic Membership Committee is an opportunity for our members to shape the membership benefits and services we offer.

Quality Assurance Panel
The remit of this panel is to develop and review quality assurance processes for our education, conference abstracts and awards. We will be setting up this Panel in 2020 and will be inviting interest from UKCPA members.

Advisory Panel
The Advisory Panel will provide the UKCPA Board of Directors with expertise, information and advice regarding any developments which may impact on or inform the strategic planning and success of the association. Members will be invited based on their expertise and experience.
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Sharing expertise
As always, there are plenty of opportunities to speak at our educational events, including masterclasses and conferences. If there is an area of practice that you would like to share with others, please get in touch.

Online forums
Our online forums are a vital source of information for many members. You can help to keep this resource alive and relevant by posting and replying to questions, and sharing your advice.

Conference abstract and award reviews
Each year we receive abstracts for our annual conference and for awards. Review panels score each abstract based on marking criteria. This process ensures that we retain the high quality work that is presented at our conference, and that awards are given for outstanding achievements. You can be part of this important review process.

Rx magazine
Launched in March 2019, our new online resource has been a great success. UKCPA members are able to write articles for the online magazine and share their message with the wider world. Articles can be submitted at any time. We would love to hear from you.

Keep an eye out for emails advertising vacancies on our committees and panels.